Next Zoom Meeting
December 9, 2021 at 7:00 p.m.

https://www.kanataquiltguild.com/

KANATA QUILT GUILD
December 2021 Newsletter

P

rogram
Pauline Farey, Judith Pach
program@kanataquiltguild.com

Our guest this month is POOLE PATTERN, a wonderful Mother (Monica) and Daughter
(Alaura) design team from Sydney, Australia. Together this very talented duo create fun
patterns for fabric artists all over the world no matter their level of expertise. PLEASE
NOTE the December 9th meeting is scheduled at 7p.m. to accommodate our
speakers from Australia.
Visit their website at: https://www.patternpoole.com/

To promote Christmas spirit, members
are encouraged to appear with a
Christmas quilt in the background and to
wear their pyjamas!

C

urrent lineup of speakers
Pauline Farey, Judith Pach
program@kanataquiltguild.com

All our speakers have been booked for the remainder of this season.
January 13, 2022 - 9:30 a.m.
Krista Moser - Seattle, Washington
Krista Moser is the creative force and inspiration behind the blog
"The Quilted Life". She is a quilting and ber arts enthusiast and
created the 60 degree diamond ruler and mini diamond ruler for Creative Grids. Krista
is a dynamic speaker and will be presenting her lecture titled “Diamonds Are a Quilter’s
Best Friend”.
https://www.kristamoser.com/
In February 2022 we will actually have two speakers!
February 10, 2022 - 9:30 a.m. Our rst program of the day.
Kit Vincent - Ottawa, Ontario
Local Textile Artist Kit Vincent will give a presentation at our regular 9:30 a.m. time.
Using a variety of techniques and hand dyed fabrics, Kit produces mega-sized raw
edged blocks which are then joined together using a quilt as you go method. Her work
is vibrant and exciting. How nice to welcome a local artist to our guild!
https://www.kitvincent.com/
February 10, 2022 - 7:00 p.m. EST Our second program of the day.
Sharon Keightley – Auckland, New Zealand
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We welcome Sharon Keightley. Sharon loves to design and make quilts and has a
fondness for vintage and reproduction fabrics. Experimenting with this range of unique
fabric styles allows her to add her own historical vision into her design work. Sharon’s
specialty is hand appliqué and over the years she has tried many di erent applique
techniques. “My Applique Journey” is the
topic of her presentation.
More info as well as links to her patterns
and books can be found on her website
sharonkeightleyquilts.com

March 10, 2022 – 9:30 a.m.
John MacPhail – Sydney, Nova Scotia
John MacPhail has become a Canadian quilting
sensation and we are pleased to welcome him to
the Kanata Guild. According to John, he quilts,
writes patterns and creates animal portraits. His
creative quilt patterns are all traditionally pieced
and range in skill levels from beginner to advanced
and are sold in his online shop, Art East Quilting
Company. His presentation is titled, “Cotton and
Quirk”. Check out his shop at
arteastquiltingco.com with links to his blog and
Facebook page.
April 14, 2022 - 9:30 a.m.
Sue Sherman - Newmarket, Ontario
Sue Sherman will be our guest speaker in April 2022. Sue is an international prize
winning Canadian quilter whose work is truly stunning. Many of Sue’s quilts re ect her
life long passion for traveling to exotic places where much the inspiration for her work
comes.
https://sueshermanquilts.com/
May 12, 2022 – 9:30 a.m.
Jennifer Houlden – Muskoka, Ontario
We welcome, Jennifer Houlden as our May speaker. Jen creates one-of-a-kind art
quilts, modern and traditional quilts, as well as charity and memory quilts. Jennifer
enjoys sharing her passion for colour, fabric, and art with others. Her presentation is
titled, “From Then to Now”
More information can be found at her website, quiltsbyjen.ca
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June 2022 will be the end of our Quilting year celebration. The plans will be
announced closer to the date depending on circumstances at the time.

S

ew Days
Joanne Vajda, Beth van Wyngaarden
sewdays@kanataquiltguild.com

We are excited to have an in-person sew day on December 8 at the Kanata Legion
from 9 am to 3 pm.
To attend you will have to show proof of double vaccination and you will sign in at the
main entrance for contact tracing purposes. Visit the Kanata Quilt Guild website for
more details.
Sew Day (Zoom) December 15 canceled.

C

hange of Plans for Christmas Giving Campaign 2021

The Shepherds of Good Hope have just informed us that they cannot accept
our donations of socks and hats due to concerns about COVID. So we will not be
collecting these items this year. Instead, we are able to donate funds through our
Canada Helps links.
To continue our long-standing tradition of giving at our December meetings to both the
Shepherds of Good Hope and the Kanata Food Cupboard, we have set up a
fundraising campaign with Canada Helps, an online organization that raises funds for
charities. The Kanata Quilt Guild will be donating $300 to each of these organizations
and we encourage you to donate what you might have spent on our December
campaign through Canada Helps. Even the donation of the price of a cup of co ee
will help and you get a tax receipt for anything over $10.
The campaign is set to run until the middle of December, we will update our progress at
our December meeting.
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The campaign was set up where donors' names show, but you can select to hide your
name if you wish and no one will be the wiser. We hope you will join us in giving
generously and continuing our tradition of supporting these two worthy causes by
clicking here : www.canadahelps.org/en/pages/kanata-quilt-guild-christmasgiving-campaign

U

pdate from “The Draw Coordinators”
Joan Armstrong, Nancy Maloney, Iwona Mooney

Time is zipping by, too fast perhaps. December is here, Christmas is just around the
corner and the norm, for now, is still meeting in virtual forums. This COVID
“pandemonium” necessitated a major re-think of how to deal with simple things like
monthly / special draws. The gift certi cates have been well received and the KQG
executive’s decision to double the number of certi cates is a bonus.
We have been lucky to obtain these certi cates safely, and on occasion, augmented
our personal stash that is always lacking! We would like to give a shout-out
to the participating shops and the lucky winners:

MAD ABOUT PATCHWORK, Stittsville
3 DOGS QUILTING, North Gower

November 2021
Terry Kluska
Jill Dewar

PAISLEYS QUILT SHOP, Carp
BETH’S QUILT WORKS, Stittsville
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October 2021
Alison Bridgewater
Bev O-Connor
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SEW INSPIRED, Arnprior
FABRICATIONS, Ottawa
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September 2021
Marilyn Hargreaves
Georgia Beale

Please support these, and all our local, quilt shops. They
have been a lifeline during these uncertain times, especially
the lockdowns. They adapted their business to
accommodate online shopping. They have persevered
through supply disruptions to keep us sane by o ering
sage advice on Plan B approaches to overcome those
shortages. They are most supportive of the KQG Draw
program.
Please give serious consideration to volunteer as Draw
Coordinator(s) for 2022-23. The time has come for us to
“sew o into the sunset”.
In closing, we wish all KQG members and their families a
wonderful Christmas and the very best for 2022.
Stay safe, stay healthy!

M

onthly Draw Tickets
Lynn Price
treasurer@kanataquiltguild.com

Have you got your gift tickets for the Kanata Quilt Guild draws from January to June
2022?
Would you like more chances to win one of our great gifts for our monthly and special
draws? If so, you can purchase them during December for $40.00.
E-Transfer that amount to the Guild using our bank email address: kqg2020@bell.net
or
Issue a cheque made out to the Kanata Quilt Guild and send it to:
Treasurer
Kanata Quilt Guild
21 Carbery Drive
Stittsville, Ontario
K2S 1E

Frances O’Neill
Quilter

FRAN’S QUILTING
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Check website each month for a
new Fabric Kit, Pattern, or Sale.
Curbside pick up available.
www.fransquilting.com

S

how and Tell
Dawn Harkness
kqgphotos@kanataquiltguild.com

Members are requested to submit their
photos to: kqgphotos@kanataquiltguild.com. Thank you.

N

ovember 2021 Guild Retreat
Lynn Price
treasurer@kanataquiltguild.com

And a Great Time Was Had by All!
It’s not often you nd visitors with
guitars at a Kanata Quilt Guild
Retreat! But that is what
happened on Wednesday evening
during our fall retreat.
Participants were entertained by
Wendall Wilson and Rob van
Wyngaarden as members sewed
during the evening. We quietly
sang the words we knew behind
our masks and enjoyed this
deviation in our routine. There
were even the occasional dance
steps beside a machine or two!
Everyone delighted in the music
and hoped that this activity might
become a new tradition!
It was great to see members gathered together, even with social distancing and masks
in evidence. There was much talk and lots of sewing, sharing and satisfaction as
projects were started and some even completed.
Our next retreat is being planned for February should there be enough interest and
COVID protocols allow such a gathering. Further details will be shared in January when
we are more knowledgeable of COVID concerns and conventions of that time.

P

laydays
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No Playday in December. In January, Brigid Whitnall will give a demonstration of
EQ8 quilt design software. You do not need to own EQ for this demo.

K

QG Anniversary Quilt-Along
Beth van Wyngaarden
bethsquiltworks@gmail.com

The skills we will focus on this month are Half Square Triangles (HSTs) and Stitch and
Flip corners. For HSTs I will demonstrate the Bears Paw and the Stars blocks.
For the Stitch and Flip method, I will demonstrate the Snowball, Northern Lights and
Pine Tree blocks.

K

QG President's Challenge 2022 - Celebrating Circles

This year I would like to announce a President's Challenge to produce a wall hanging
Celebrating Circles. You can do one circle, hundreds of circles, classic round circles,
wonky circles, applique circles, free hand circles, etc., basically any idea you might
have to celebrate circles. The perimeter of the wall hanging should be less than 120"
but it can be any shape you wish.
The winner or winners will be determined by Viewers's Choice. They will be announced
at the May meeting so pictures of your nished quilts should be sent by April 20 to
allow us to prepare the showcase of your works. There will be prizes for the 3 wall
hangings that receive the most votes.
I hope you have fun with this Challenge and explore some new approaches to Circles.

B

uy/Swap

For Sale: Singer Featherweight sewing machine from the 1950 era. It has been living
in a closet for 40 years or so but the motor runs. Asking $400. Contact Dianne at
D.arts@bell.net

Q

uilts for Survivors
Leslie Whitby, Carol Dworschak
charity@kanataquiltguild.com

Carol and I would like to invite you to participate with us in a nationwide initiative
to honour survivors of residential schools.
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In June, Vanessa Grenier of Timmins created the Quilts for Survivors Facebook
page in reaction to the discovery of unmarked graves at several previous residential
school sites. Vanessa is an Indigenous Mother from the Missianabie First Nation who
has a passion for quilting and believes that quilts are love sewn together to bring
people together. She started this initiative to honour survivors of residential schools
and the children who are nding their way back home.

“I believe that this is a way to give back to the communities that are hurt with the
recent discovery of remains on former residential schools land,” says Vanessa, who
plans to send the nished quilts to as many First Nations communities as possible, for
distribution to the survivors. The request is for 16.5-inch blocks (un nished size)
incorporating at least one orange fabric. Vanessa is also accepting donations of
batting, backing fabric, and thread to assemble the lap-size quilts (approximately 48” x
62”). Quilts for Survivors will be assembling and sending quilts to survivors inde nitely.
For more information about where to send your blocks or nished quilts, and to see
more examples of the blocks donated to date, visit the Facebook Group Quilts for
Survivors, or the group’s new website www.quiltsforsurvivors.ca
vanessa@quiltsforsurvivors.ca
The Kanata Quilt Guild Executive will be supporting our members to contribute to this
nationwide initiative in the new year. If you have a nished quilt to donate, the guild will
cover the cost of postage for these quilts to Timmins. We will be looking at our
Community Quilts that are already nished to see how many we can send, as well as
using our supply of batting to assist you in nishing a quilt. You can send blocks and
fabric supplies directly to Vanessa Grenier at 130 Tamarack Street, Timmins, ON
P4N 6P8.
Carol and I are looking for a volunteer to work with us to keep the guild organized in
this initiative. It will involve answering questions, supplying batting, seeking donations
from members, and collecting nished quilts, and may involve a few hours a month. It
will be fun and rewarding!
There will be more updates and info in the upcoming Newsletters to help you
participate but feel free to send us any questions you have. We are hoping to have at
least 10 quilts to send for distribution by the spring.

C

ommunity Quilts
Carol Dworschak, Colette Gentes
charity@kanataquiltguild.com

This month we will have two block challenges. Our regular ‘monthly block challenge’
and the second one is for ‘Quilts for Survivors’.
Vanessa Génier is a Missanabie Cree First Nation member and she recently started the
group that sends quilts to residential school survivors across Canada. Visit: https://
www.quiltsforsurvivors.ca/
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December’s block challenge is an Evergreen/Christmas Tree. Feel free to use your
stash and make this 10” block in the color of your choice. Links to additional
information are highlighted in yellow.

NEEDLECRAFTS QUILTING QUILTING PATTERNS
Evergreen/Christmas Tree Quilt Block Pattern
By JANET WICKELL Updated on 06/09/20

How to Sew 10" Christmas Tree Quilt Blocks
Use this 10" Christmas Tree quilt block pattern to sew a forest of easy 10" patchwork
trees. The angled ends alongside tree branches are simple to sew using a quickpieced Flying Geese method—the same method used to make pieced Snowball quilt
block corners. The tree is illustrated with a light background, but any mottled, tone-ontone fabric or smallish print will work. Make your trees and background realistic, or
choose something entirely whimsical.
The Christmas tree quilt block pattern is perfect for holiday projects, but don't hesitate
to use it for any quilt. Try a four seasons wallhanging, sewing the branches and
background for each block with fabrics that represent the shift of seasons.

Dress up Your Christmas Tree Quilt Blocks
Dress up the Christmas Tree blocks by cutting teddy bears, Christmas packages,
Christmas stockings and other items from printed fabric. Hand or machine applique the
prints to the block or press them in place with fusible web.
Finished Block Size: 10-inches square

Cutting Chart for One Christmas Tree Quilt
Block
Tree Branches, Green
·
one 2-1/2" x 4-1/2" strip
·
one 2-1/2" x 6-1/2" strip

·
one 2-1/2" x 8-1/2" strip
·
one 2-1/2" x 10-1/2" strip
Tree Trunk, Brown
·
one 2-1/2" x 2-1/2" square
Background, Neutral
·
ten 2-1/2" x 2-1/2" squares
·
two 2-1/2" x 3-1/2" strips
·
two 1-1/2" x 2-1/2" strips
·
two 2-1/2" x 4-1/2" strips

Make Branches for the Christmas Tree Quilt Block

Quick Piece the Christmas Tree Quilt Block's Branches
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Use a quick piecing method to put backgrounds alongside each end of the tree branch
strips. The steps required to make the ying geese unit that forms the top of the tree
are illustrated in the top row above. Add triangles to the ends of all green strips in the
same way.
1. Gather your 2-1/2" background squares and your green tree strips.

2. Draw a line from one corner to the opposite corner on the reverse side of each
square.
3. Align a square with the right end of the shortest tree strip as shown in the upper
left of the illustration, right sides of the fabrics together. Be sure to position the drawn
line as shown.
4. Sew a seam directly on the drawn line. Press to set the seam (a good technique for
all seams).
5. Trim away the excess fabric, leaving about 1/4" of both layers extending past the
seam line as shown. Flip the triangle right side up, pressing the seam allowance either
direction.
6. Repeat to sew another square to the opposite end of the green strip, positioning
the line as shown. Trim and press.
7. Repeat to sew tips on the remaining three green strips.
Finish Sewing the Christmas Tree Quilt Block

Use a 1/4" seam allowance to assemble the remaining portions of the Christmas Tree
quilt block, placing units right sides together for sewing and matching raw edges
carefully. Use straight pins to hold fabrics together to keep patches aligned.
1. Arrange the Christmas Tree quilt block components as shown in the illustration,
upper left. Start by placing your tree strip units in front of you, from shortest branches
to longest working downward.
o Arrange the background strips:
a 2-1/2" x 3-1/2" background strip on each side of the shortest tree strip unit

o a 2-1/2" x 2-1/2" background square on each side of the 6-1/2" long tree strip unit
o a 1-1/2" x 2-1/2" background strip on each side of the 8-1/2" long tree strip unit;
the 2-1/2" edge will be sewn to the tree.
o The 10-1/2" long tree strip unit is complete as-is.
1. Place a 2-1/2" x 4-1/2" background strip on each side of the 2-1/2" brown square.
2. Sew the components of each Christmas Tree row together. Press seam allowances
in tree branch units towards the background strips. Press seam allowances in the trunk
unit towards the brown trunk.
3. Sew all ve rows together, aligning strips carefully and pinning with straight pins to
keep fabrics from shifting. Press
The Christmas Tree quilt block should measure 10-1/2" x 10-1/2". If the quilt block is
smaller or skewed, press again and recheck. If it still isn't quite right, use an easy
squaring-up method before sewing it to other blocks.

For the ‘Residential School Survivors' block challenge, we will be making a 7” Half
Square Triangles (HST) using a combination of either 2, 3 or all 4 of these colors Orange, light grey, cream, white. They can be solids, or prints. (Your choice). Below, I
have included steps on making HST if needed. Links to additional information are
highlighted in yellow.
How to Make Easy Half Square Triangle Units for Quilts
By JANET WICKELL Updated on 06/10/20

Learn how to make quick pieced half square triangle units, sometimes called triangle
squares or referred to simply as HSTs. Half square triangle units are possibly the most
commonly used patchwork component, one you'll encounter.
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What Is a Half Square Triangle Unit?
Half square triangle units are squares made up of two 90 degree triangles. Each
triangle occupies half of the square's space.
You can sew two triangles together to create a unit, but it's easier, and usually more
accurate, to assemble the patchwork with quick piecing techniques that eliminate the
need to handle individual triangles with stretchy bias edges.

Quilters have developed many ways to make quick pieced half square triangle units.
One favourite is this technique, where two squares of fabric are sewn together twice
diagonally. When cut apart, the pair produces two identical HSTs.
The method is a perfect technique to use when you're making a scrap quilt,
making Hunter's Quilt, or need a few HST units in speci c color combos.
·
Try the Magic 8 half square triangle method to create eight units at one time.
·
You might also want to try sewing half square triangle units on a long grid.
No matter which method we use, we prefer to create oversize units and then cut them
back to their exact un nished size.
What You'll Need
Equipment / Tools
·
Pencil
·
Scissors
·
Square rotary ruler and cutter
·
Straight pins
·
Iron and ironing board
Materials
·
Various fabric scraps
Instructions
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1. Cut and Mark Squares for Triangle Square Units
Refer to your quilt pattern for the triangle square size and number of units required. If
you are drafting your own pattern, cut squares that are 7/8" larger than the nished
size of the units (unless you prefer to create oversize HST units and then cut back for
improved accuracy).
When calculating, remember that each pair of squares produces two trang le square
units.
Use a pencil or permanent marker to draw a diagonal line from one corner to the
opposite corner on the reverse side of the lightest square.
If you do not have a quarter-inch presser foot, draw two more lines, each one 1/4" from
the original diagonal line—extra lines are not illustrated. When making small trianglesquare units, try sewing seams a 'scant' 1/4" from the centre line. In other words, a tiny
bit closer to the centre.

2. Sew Squares and Cut Apart the Half Square Triangle Units
Pair the marked square with a darker square of the same size, edges matched and
right sides together. Secure patches with straight pins. Sew two seams, each 1/4" from
the marked centre line. Press as-is to set the seams.
Use scissors or rotary cutting equipment to cut through both layers of the square on

the marked centre diagonal.
3. Press the Half Square Triangle Units
Place the half square units on your ironing board, the side with the darkest fabric up.
Open up one unit and press carefully, moving the iron into the seam that separates the
dark half from the light half.
Trim the "dog ears" from the ends of seam allowances -- the left unit in the illustration
is trimmed, the right is not. Measure the units. They should be 1/2" wider and taller
than their nished size.
If units are too small, try sewing the next squares together with seams that are slightly
less than 1/4" from the marked centre line. Once you know your seams are accurate,
speed up assembly time by chain piecing the squares.
4.

Make Oversize Triangle Square Units and Trim Back

It takes longer to make oversize triangle square units and then trim them back to their
exact, un nished size before assembly. The extra time spent making precise units often
results in time saved when all patchwork ts together exactly as it should.
A square ruler with a line along its diagonal makes it easy to complete the trim-back
steps.
Add an extra 1/8" to 1/4" (depending on your comfort level) to the square size required
for your units.
Sew two squares together as explained on the previous pages. Cut apart and press.
Grab your square rotary ruler and cutter. From the front side of the unit, align the ruler
so that its diagonal line is lined up exactly with the diagonal line between fabrics (rule
numbers will increase from right to left). Let a little bit of fabric extend past the top and
right edge of the ruler, making sure that the left and bottom edges of the patch go a bit
beyond the desired un nished size of the HST.
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For instance, if your HST should measure 7” x 7”, the left and bottom edges of the
square should lie a bit beyond the rules for that dimension.

Trim away the little bits of fabric along the top and right edges of the HST.
Turn the HST around, placing its newly trimmed edges to the inside of the ruler,
aligning them with the rules that indicate the correct size (such as 7”). Make sure the
diagonal line is once again aligned with the seam between the patches.
Trim the little bits that extend past the top and right edges.
Your HST unit should now be 1/2" taller and wider than the nished size of the
patchwork.

If you have any questions regarding the Community/Charity quilts, our monthly block
challenges, and/or any pick-ups or drop-o s, please don’t hesitate to contact either
Colette Gentes or Carol Dworschak by emailing us at charity@kanataquiltguild.com.
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Victoria’s Quilts Canada (VQC) is still in need of donations of any quilting fabric,
except novelty or children’s fabric, to make up their kits so that they can continue to
make and deliver quilts to many more people. Joanne Batchelor has o ered to collect
donations. Please contact Joanne at 613-795-3304 or email her at
joannebatchelor@royallepage.ca to arrange pickup and/ or drop o .

C

anadian Quilters Association
https://canadianquilter.com/

Here are some reminders on CQA/ACC Challenges:
- Twice monthly webinars and our next two webinars are listed below.
- CQA/ACC Mystery Quilt project is now available for CQA/ACC members in the
members only area of the website so if you have not joined CQA/ACC yet you will want
to join now . Designer Ships & Violins.
- Quilt along's and projects, all of which are posted on our website. We are also sharing
ideas and nished quilts on the Quilting in Canada Facebook page and the Canadian
Quilters Association - Quilting Projects Facebook page. There is always something
new and exciting going on at CQA/ACC new members are always welcome.
A UFO that won Best of Show
After four months of work on Winter Sunset, Colette Dumont “got
stuck”, folded up her medallion, and tucked it away for six months. In
June, Winter Sunset won both Best of Show and Viewer’s Choice at
the National Juried Show.
https://canadianquilter.com/njs-award-winners-2021/

Quilts for Survivors (see more information under our Community Quilts section)
Have you heard about this grass roots organization that sends comfort quilts to the
Survivors of residential schools? You can get involved now! Stay tuned for a full story
on founder Vanessa Génier in the Spring 2022 issue of Canadian Quilter.
https://canadianquilter.us12.list-manage.com/track/click?
u=3863d9575561c88974b3792d8&id=f97550a8a0&e=b0cb8e08ba

She Stitched the Stars - a new children's book
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Making a Christmas list yet? You’re in luck! A new book has just been
published by Albert Whitman & Co., which imagines the story behind
the making of Ellen Harding Baker’s Solar System Quilt.
https://canadianquilter.com/news/she-stitched-the-stars/

Z

oom Meeting Etiquette and Tips
Brigid Whitnall
info@kanataquiltguild.com

As we continue to meet together via Zoom, here is a reminder of
some tips to help make our meetings more enjoyable for
everyone.
• As with last year, a link to the meeting will be sent 1-2 days
ahead of the meeting.
• If you have not received a link by Wednesday 1:00pm, please check your junk mail or
promotions folders in Gmail to see if it landed somewhere other than your inbox.
• We will have the meeting room open between 8:45-9:00 am for those who want an
early morning chat.
• We try to admit everyone quickly, please be patient!
• If you are not speaking, we recommend you mute yourself to avoid possible
background noises interfering with conversations.
• At the start of the meeting everyone will be muted.
• As the speaker is getting started, no one will admitted be for a few minutes.
Tips we’ve learned along the way:
• Zoom uses up your battery... make sure your device is fully charged before the
meeting, or you may prefer to have it plugged in while on Zoom.
• Use the chat function to ask questions - Mute whenever possible.
• If leaving your computer, you may want to turn o video.
• You can change your screen name, we may ask that you have rst and last name for
attendance purposes.
• If you have a TV, radio or even microwave running in the background, it can interfere.
• Please mute your sound as it creates static for everyone listening.
There are more instructions and tips in our November 2020 newsletter, which you can
enjoy re-reading by clicking here: November 2020 newsletter
The most important thing - have fun! Enjoy the visit with friends!
The next Zoom Meeting is scheduled for

December 9th 2021 at 7:00 p.m.
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Join us!

